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What do you value most from  
a building product or plumbing 

product manufacturer?

the supply train

By Mike Beirne, Senior Editor

Builders, architects, and designers share what they want from new 

products, sales pitches, and manufacturer relationships

[SuppliErS]

ew products must offer a 
benefit to the homebuyer; 
that’s the price of entry. If 
those products also can 
deliver better quality 
while costing less, then 

builders may be inclined to try them. But 
among the barriers to adoption is fear 
that the product won’t perform, resulting 
in spending more money on callbacks or, 
even worse, defending against a lawsuit.  
    Builders prefer products with a track 
record, as expressed in one Arizona cus-
tom home builder’s mantra, “Be not the 
first or the last (to try something new).” 
They want more education, whether it’s 
easy-to-understand product literature, 
how-to videos, or reps who can guide 
builders through installation. 

The holy grail is a personal relation-
ship. “I want to know that there is some-
one who can help me solve any problem,” 
an Arizona architect wrote. “Too often we 
find that products can be purchased for 
less (cost), but when there is an issue, it 
is difficult to find a solution from a call 
center.” More findings about what build-
ers, architects, and designers want from 
new products and manufacturers follow:
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Service, price, and brand name were the top three, and quality was the attribute most 

mentioned in the “other” answer by builders,designers, and architects.

27.0%  Service

26.0%  Price

16.0%  Other

16.0%  Brand name

12.0%  Warranty

  2.0%  Jobsite support

   0.5%  Model home/Point of sale

   0.5%  Sales training
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As expected with service being the most valued attribute in the previous question, it was also 

ranked highest among builders, while warranty did better than pricing.

on a scale of 1 to 10, rank the folloWing 
traits you Want in manufacturer partners

Service

Warranty

Price

Brand name

Jobsite support

Sales training

Model home/Point-of-sale investment
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methodology & respondent information 
ThiS Survey WaS diSTriBuTed BeTWeen June 23 and July 21, 2015, TO a 
randOM SaMPle Of Professional Builder’S PrinT and digiTal readerS. 
nO incenTive WaS Offered. By clOSing daTe, a TOTal Of 200 eligiBle 
readerS reTurned cOMPleTed SurveyS. reSPOndenT BreakdOWn By 
diSciPline: 32 PercenT cuSTOM hOMe Builder; 32 PercenT diverSified 
Builder/reMOdeler; 11 PercenT PrOducTiOn Builder fOr MOve-uP/
MOve-dOWn BuyerS; 6 PercenT archiTecT/deSigner engaged in hOMe 
Building; 4 PercenT PrOducTiOn Builder fOr firST-TiMe BuyerS; 2.5 
PercenT luxury PrOducTiOn Builder; 2 PercenT MulTifaMily; 1 PercenT 
ManufacTured, MOdular, lOg hOMe, Or SySTeMS Builder; and 9.5 
PercenT OTher. aPPrOxiMaTely 58.5 PercenT Of reSPOndenTS SOld 
One TO five hOMeS in 2014, and 14.9 PercenT SOld MOre Than 50 hOMeS.
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[suppliers]

Which is the best Way for a manufacturer 
to convert you from another brand?
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Quality of product and lower prices are 

the top factors that survey participants 

said would motivate them to switch, and 

many respondents added “better value,” 

which is code for: better quality at a 

better price.

54.8%  Better quality

17.6%  lower price

14.1%  Better service

  7.0%  Other

  6.5%  More recognized brand name

When a manufacturer Wants to sell you a neW product that you 
haven’t used in the past, What is most likely to interest you?
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“i will not use my clients as guinea pigs,” 

a Wisconsin builder/remodeler wrote. 

Other builders stated that they would like 

to see demand for a new product from 

others before they try it.

31.3%  differentiation from other builders

29.3%  improved profit margin

18.2%  Other

12.6%  improved image

  8.6%  creation of more traffic

What is your biggest concern in adopting a neW product?
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The common concerns expressed in the 

“other” comments were: Will the new 

product work? Will it bring a return on 

investment? Will it add more cost but not 

add value? Will it work as promised? And 

is it building-code certified?

37.5%  adding cost to the house

28.5%  callbacks

24.5%  installation problems

  9.5%  Other

When a manufacturer Wants to sell you an upgraded product, 
What is most likely to convince you to make the purchase?
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When deciding whether to upgrade 

from a product/building material they’re 

currently using, the question that builders, 

designers, and architects want answered 

is, “Will it benefit my customer?” 

34.7%  improved profit margin

25.1%  differentiation from other builders

16.1%  Other

16.1%  improved image

  8.0%  creation of more traffic
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[suppliers]

What is the best Way for a supplier/manufacturer 
to present a neW product to you?
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A hands-on trial at a 

discounted price is the 

most popular way to get 

builders to try a new 

product/service.

41.2% By providing me with product to try at  
promotional pricing

29.2% By sharing how other builders are successfully 
using the product

17.1% By helping me differentiate myself in the  
market and command a greater profit

  8.0% By making a joint call with the installing contractor
  4.6% Other
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Builders want reps 

who understand 

their business and 

will be available to  

help solve any 

problems with their 

product/service.

on a scale of 1 to 10, rank What you Want from a supplier/manufacturer sales rep

To be knowledgeable about the business of new-home construction

To alert me to availability issues

To provide advance notice of price increases

To listen to me and to my issues before they start selling

To be a resource about new building products and new technologies

To be able to discuss the installed cost of their products

To share new products and their benefit to my business

To provide installer training or other education for my team
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price and quality were 

consistently mentioned as 

top concerns for adopting a 

new product, and open-text 

comments mentioned worries 

about long-term durability 

and warranty issues.

What are your concerns about adopting a neW product?

increased costs

no perceived value

Questionable installed quality

installer training

inspector acceptance

installer acceptance

no customer requests

company or sales rep credibility

Other

66.0%
55.0%

50.0%
34.5%

32.5%
32.0%

30.0%
27.5%

What is the best Way for a supplier/manufacturer 
to convert you from a current supplier?
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Most participants in the survey build fewer than 

50 homes annually, so a hands-on demo at the 

jobsite was the most popular answer.

73.9%  By job

10.8%  By subdivision

  8.2%  Other

  7.2%  By region

3.5%


